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Across Down 
    

1 Kinski … Nietzsche Rare, spoken-word album  1 Far-left, political group from 70s known for 

 from 60s featuring writings of Friedrich   seven-headed, hydra-like cobra symbol,  

 Nietzsche read by German actor Klaus Kinski  manifesto of troubled founder Cinqué Mtume 

 (sic)   (aka David DeFreeze) and kidnapping Patty  

7 Celebrated English film director (Kes etc.)   Hearst (initials) 

 anathematized for support of Jeremy Corbin  2 The Last Days of … Action-packed peplum 

 and justice for Palestine  of 1959 with Steve Reeves as fearless Roman 

8 Distinctive, bulbous ceramic pot of ancient   Centurion Glaucus (saving Christians from 

 Greece often illustrated such No. 344 in   lions, wrestling crocodile in underwater cave 

 Musei Vaticani depicting Ajax and Achilles   etc.) and Fernand Rey as evil high priest of  

 seated in full armour playing a dice game   Isis with devilish false flag black op blaming  

 during Trojan War  Christians for spate of violent attacks (each  

10 “The day my mother socked it to the Harper   marked with a cross) in plot to bring down  

 Valley …” Catchy country hit from 60s by  Roman Empire (and cataclysmic finale)   

 Jeannie C. Riley 3 Religious event involving the bodily raising 

11 Anaïs Nin or Apocalypse Now (initials)  up to Heaven without warning in the midst of  

12 Sandwiches with corned beef, Swiss cheese,   life awaited by large numbers of Americans 

 sauerkraut and Russian dressing grilled on  4 “Warm up the Silver Dart, Ikky” Lovable  

 rye bread associated with kosher-style delis   sidekick in popular 60 children’s TV show  

 but not actually kosher due to combining of  Jet Jackson Flying Commando (played by  

 meat and dairy  Sid Melton) (first name) 

14 Disturbing, hot, violent wind of North Africa 5 … Cho San Tragic heroine of Madame  

 blowing over southern Europe  Butterfly 

15 “I had a cat named Snowball 6 Window above external door often on  

 She died, she died  horizontal hinge associated with delivery of  

 Mom said she was sleeping  unsolicited mail being thrown through it 

 She …, she …!” Lisa Simpson 9 Ponderosa, Southfork, Neverland etc. 

16 Herman Melville or Happy Meal (initials) 12 Organization known mostly for outspoken  

   remarks of colourful, long-serving Victorian 

   branch president such as “I don’t remember a  

   single poofter from World War II” (1, 1, 1) 

  13 Eldridge Cleaver or Eric Cartman (initials) 
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